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1 ONC+ Release Notes

This document contains the most recent product information pertaining to the Open 
Networking Computing product that is supported on the HP-UX 11i v3 operating system. 
This document addresses the following topics:
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Announcement
Announcement
Open Network Computing (ONC) is a technology that comprises core services. The core 
services enable administrators to implement distributed applications in a heterogeneous 
distributed computing environment. It also includes tools to administer clients and servers. 

ONC consists of the following components:

• Network File System 

The Network File System (NFS) is a distributed filesystem that provides transparent 
access to files and directories that are shared on remote systems.

• AutoFS

AutoFS is a client-side service that enables automatic mounting and unmounting of 
filesystems. 

• CacheFS

The Cache Filesystem (CacheFS) is a general purpose filesystem caching mechanism that 
improves the performance of client side applications when dealing with slow NFS servers 
or a slow network. By caching the data to a fast local file system instead of going over the 
wire, the client sees increased performance. This results in reduced server and network 
load and thus improves NFS response time and scalability.

• Network Information Service 

The Network Information Service (NIS), previously called “Yellow Pages,” is a distributed 
database system that enables the maintenance of commonly used configuration 
information on a master server, and propagates the information to all the hosts in the 
network.

Following are the documents available for ONC:

• NFS Services Administrator’s Guide

• NIS Administrator’s Guide

These documents will be available on March 16th 2007 at:

http://docs.hp.com/en/netcom.html#NFS%20Services
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Announcement
NIS+ Obsolescence Notice

The Network Information Service Plus (NIS+), is a distributed database system that enables 
the maintenance of commonly used configuration information on a master server, and 
propagates the information to all the hosts in the network. Starting with HP-UX 11i v3, NIS+ 
is no longer supported. HP recommends that users migrate to LDAP. 

NOTE For information on how to migrate from NIS+ to LDAP, see NIS+ to LDAP 
Migration Guide:

http://docs.hp.com/en/J4269-90054/J4269-90054.pdf

NIS Protocol Version 1 Deprecation Notice

The NIS protocol version 1 (NISv1) is deprecated on the NIS client for the current release, and 
it will be removed in a future version of NIS. However, the NIS server, ypserv, will continue 
to support NISv1.

The NISv1 protocol deprecation impacts an NIS client application that uses the NISv1 
protocol in the following scenarios:

• The NIS client uses the -v1 option of the ypwhich or the ypset command.

• An application directly communicates with the ypbind Remote Procedure Call (RPC) 
version 1. 

• An application includes the ypv1_prot.h header file. 

HP recommends that you migrate to the next version of the NIS protocol, NIS version 2 
(NISv2), because NISv2 supports all the functionalities that NISv1 supports. 

NOTE By default, HP-UX 11i uses the NISv2 protocol, unless the ypwhich or the 
ypset command is explicitly used with the -v1 option, or an application 
specifically communicates with the ypbind RPC version 1.
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What’s New in This Version of NFS
What’s New in This Version of NFS
NFS supports the following new features:

• NFS Version 4 Protocol (NFSv4)

NFSv4 is an IETF Internet standards track protocol. It extends the existing protocol 
defined by NFSv2 and NFSv3. NFSv4 supports the following features:

— COMPOUND Procedure

In NFSv4, related RPC requests are grouped into a single RPC procedure known as 
the COMPOUND procedure. 

The COMPOUND procedure decreases transport and security overhead because of 
fewer over-the-wire trips between the client and the server. This feature is 
transparent to the user.

— Delegation

The server can delegate certain responsibilities to the client. Delegation enables a 
client to locally service operations without immediate interaction with the server. 
Delegations can be recalled by the server. When another client requests access to the 
same file, the server recalls the delegation from the first client and grants it to the 
second client. 

— ACLs

An Access Control List (ACL) offers stronger file security by enabling the owner of the 
file to define file permissions for the file owner, the group, and other specific users and 
groups. 

— String Identifiers

In NFSv4, exchange of user ID and group ID information between the client and 
server is in the form of strings. The nfsmapid daemon maps UID and GID values from 
integer to string and string to integer. 

— Locks

Locking support is integrated with the NFSv4 protocol. NFSv4 introduces leases for 
lock management. When a server grants a lock to control the state of a file, for a 
specific period of time, it is known as a lease. 
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What’s New in This Version of NFS
— Single Protocol

The MOUNT, Network Lock Manager (NLM), and the Network Status Monitor 
(NSM) protocols are merged into the NFS protocol. Merging these protocols into a 
single protocol enables easy configuration of firewalls.

• Support for WebNFS

WebNFS is an extension of the NFS protocol. It enables easy access to files across the 
Internet. Filesystems on the Internet can appear to a user as a local filesystem. WebNFS 
works through firewalls and enables applications that run on heterogeneous operating 
systems to access shared files. 

• Secure NFS

Previously, network security had been handled by the applications. With Secure NFS, a 
standard authentication system, security can be implemented at the Remote Procedure 
Call (RPC) level. This standard authentication system is known as Secure RPC. When 
NFS uses the facilities provided by Secure RPC, it is known as Secure NFS.

RPC authentication enables you to use a variety of authentication systems such as DH, 
UNIX, and KERB and is not dependent on the version of NFS used.

• Client Failover

When an NFS server fails, the client that is accessing the shared files on that server can 
no longer access the shared files. If client failover is enabled, the client is automatically 
switched to an alternate server, which is a replica of the server that failed. The client 
continues to access shared files, without being aware of the switch.

NOTE Client failover support is limited to read-only mounts.

• Enhanced NFS logging

NFS server logging enables an NFS server to provide a record of file operations that are 
performed on its filesystems.
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What’s New in This Version of AutoFS
What’s New in This Version of AutoFS
AutoFS supports the following new features:

• LDAP Support 

AutoFS supports LDAP directories for AutoFS map storage and distribution.

• NFSv4 Support 

AutoFS supports NFSv4 filesystems.

• Secure NFS Support 

AutoFS supports secure NFS filesystems. 

• IPv6 Support 

AutoFS provides support for mounting filesystems over IPv6 transports. 

NOTE AutoFS also provides the features that were initially supported by the 
Enhanced AutoFS product. 

• On-Demand Mounting of Hierarchical Filesystems

In earlier versions, AutoFS mounted an entire set of filesystems if they were 
hierarchically related. However, in HP-UX 11i v3, AutoFS mounts only those filesystems 
that users access; other filesystems that are hierarchically related to these filesystems are 
mounted only when they are requested. This prevents unnecessary mounting and 
unmounting, and improves performance.

• Browsability

AutoFS enables a user to view the directories that can be mounted for indirect maps, 
without actually mounting each filesystem.

• Concurrent mount or unmount 

AutoFS performs concurrent mounts and unmounts using the multithreaded automountd 
daemon. This prevents services from hanging if a server is unavailable.

• Reliable NFS ping 

AutoFS supports a -retry=n mount option for an NFS map entry to configure the ping 
timeout value. The default timeout value is 10 seconds. The ping command can impose a 
load on the network if used during normal operations or from automated scripts. 
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What’s New in This Version of AutoFS
• CIFS Client Support

 AutoFS supports mounting and unmounting of the HP CIFS client filesystems.

• NFS loopback mount 

By default, AutoFS uses the Local File Systems (LOFS) mounts for locally mounted 
filesystems. AutoFS provides an option to allow loopback NFS mounts for the local mount. 
Use this option in the High Availability NFS environments.

• Client-side Failover Support  

AutoFS enables a mounted NFS read-only filesystem to transparently switch over to an 
alternate server if the current server goes down. 
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What’s New in This Version of CacheFS
What’s New in This Version of CacheFS
CacheFS supports the following new features:

• Cachefspack 

The cachefspack command improves CacheFS performance and enables greater control 
over the cache contents, because it ensures that the specified files are always present in 
the cache.

This command enables administrators to pre-load specific files and directories in the 
cache. This functionality is comparable to the rpages option. For information on rpages, 
see the NFS Services Administrator’s Guide.

• Supports Large Files and Filesystems

CacheFS supports the maximum file and filesystem sizes, supported by NFS and the 
underlying front filesystem in which the cache resides.

CacheFS data structures are 64-bit compliant.

• Enhanced Cache Consistency Checking

Consistency checking on demand, demandconst, is fully implemented in this version of 
CacheFS. However, consistency is not checked at file open time. 

Mount options can be switched without deleting or rebuilding the cache.

• New Consistency Option

The new consistency option, weakconst, improves the CacheFS response time.

This option verifies the consistency of the cache with the NFS client copy of file attributes, 
and delays committing the changes to the server.

• Enhanced Error Messages

Provides enhanced error messages that display the command name. Error messages are 
now printed to standard error, instead of standard output. This makes troubleshooting 
easier.

NOTE CacheFS does not support NFSv4 filesystems.
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What’s New in This Version of NIS
What’s New in This Version of NIS
NIS supports the following new features:

• Shadow Mode 

Starting with this version, NIS supports shadow password mode. This enables NIS 
subsystem to recognize a system in shadow mode and build, store and retrieve the 
password information accordingly. 

• DNS Forwarding Mode 

The DNS Forwarding Mode enables the NIS server to contact DNS server to service 
hosts/ipnodes requests. NIS can automatically fetch the information from DNS and this 
operation is transparent to the user/application and can be achieved without any change 
to the switch configuration.

• Multi-homed Node 

NIS supports systems with more than one network address. This enables an NIS client to 
obtain the closest address of the host when it looks for a specific host name. 

• IPv6 Data Support 

NIS retrieves the IP addresses corresponding to the host name and identifies the IPv6 
address formats. IPv6 Data support is provided with ONC+, but NIS is not IPv6 enabled.

• Ipnodes Support 

NIS provides support for ipnodes using the /etc/nsswitch.conf file.

• Alternate Directory for passwd File

NIS now supports an alternate directory, that is user configurable, for password files 
other than the default /etc/passwd directory.

Related Information

For more information about the ONC+, see the following documents, available at: 

http://www.docs.hp.com

• NFS Services Administrator’s Guide (Part Number: B1031-90061)

• NIS Administrator’s Guide (Part Number: B6257-90049)
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Known Problems and Workarounds
Known Problems and Workarounds
There are no known problems in this version of ONC+.
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Patches and Fixes in This Version
Patches and Fixes in This Version
There are no patches for this version of ONC+. 
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Software Availability in Native Languages
The ONC+ software is available in English language only.
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